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Both Transformers Generation One comics and cartoons saw Megatron, leader of evil Decepticons, reconstructed from the demonic Unicron into a newer, more powerful form: Galvatron. Although preserving memories of his previous life, Galvatron had more power, and often less mental stability, than his predecessor. Many of the later Transformers fiction echoes the stories of
generation one, and indeed, Megatron's reincarnation is one that has been reviewed many times over. Let's count all the times Megatron was recreated as Galvatron and the extent of the transformation. 9 The Transformers: The Movie At the End of The Transformers: The First Act of the Film, a dying Megatron was thrown into space by Starscream's insidious lieutenant. Pulled
through the void in Unicron, the transforming planet offered Megatron a new, healthy body in exchange for slavery. Faced with a painful journey into oblivion as his only other option, Megatron reluctantly agreed and recreated himself as Galvatron. Unicron, in turn, used the corpses of the Decepticons that were launched along with Megatron to supply his preacher with new
warriors. At his master's command to destroy the Matrix of Leadership, Galvatron tried to use it to kill Unicron, but his unchanging bad nature made him unworthy of the Matrix's power. Sent drifting once again by the newly-christened Rodimus Prime (who in turn did Galvatron's dirty work for him by destroying Unicron), Galvatron finally found himself in the next third season of The
Transformers from his loyal troops on the planet Thruml. Freed from a dip in the planet's lava pools, Galvatron nonetheless remained a feared, if not extremely effective, leader until the end of the series. 8 The Transformers (Marvel) Galvatron had a complicated story in the transformers sitcom published by Marvel. The villain was originally admonths from American comics written
by Bob Budiansky, but the UK-exclusive stories written by Simon Furman featured a time-traveled version of Galvatron. Furman's comics reported that a version of the film's events had been revealed in the future of the comic's sequel as well - Galvatron traveled back to the present setting of the series' first in Goal story: 2006, and will prove a recurring threat until it evaporates
from a time rift nearly 120 themes later in Time Wars. When Furman took over the American series, he brought a version of Galvatron back. This Galvatron (Galvatron II) comes from a universe where it had conquered the Earth and almost annihilated the Autobots (as chronicled in the American issue #67/UK themes only to be pulled into the universe of the comic sequel by
Unicron to serve as his emancing once again. Although the origins of the Galvatron comic were still associated with Megatron, Furman's portrayal as the time-traveler and dimension-hopper meant that the author was not excluded from using alongside his former self, and therefore the Comic Megatron not only coexisted with Galvatron, but he, on separate occasions, both ally and
fought with him. 7 Robots In Disguise The first animated Transformers reboot, Robots in Disguise, (Car Robots in his native Japan) featured his Megatron becoming Galvatron near the tail end of the run, Episode 32 (out of 39) - Danger from the past. Megatron, in search of the titanic Transformer Fort Maximus, tries to claim the Sigma Sphere, only to be seemingly destroyed by its
energy. In fact, Megatron is transformed – gaining a new white paint job and deadly vampire energy abilities. His logic does not survive the transformation, however. that Galvatron goes a step further than most versions in rejecting its previous identity, declaring Megatron to be dead and itself a completely new being. 6 Armada First in the Unicron Anime Trilogy, Transformers:
Armada launched a pattern of Megatron becoming Galvatron in all three series that make up the trilogy. The 43rd episode of Armada, Puppet, saw a handful of Autobots &amp; Decepticons injured at the hands of Unicron-created Nemesis Prime, Megatron among their numbers. Saved by the intervention of the Mini-Cons, the recolored, upgraded Megatron was renamed
galvatron. Galvatron in turn will ally with the Autobots to defeat Unicron, eventually sacrificing himself to end the existence of Bringer's Chaos. 5 Energon As Armada sequel series Energon will reveal, Galvatron's gesture was futile - Unicron endured, with the corpse of the Decepticon leader lying inside. Accidentally revived by the servants of Uniqron Alpha Q &amp; Scorpionok in
episode 6 of Energon Megatron Resured, Galvatron returned using his original name for most of the series. In episode 40, however, after bathing in Super Energon, the thrust of the power and color switch inspires Megatron to once again name itself Galvatron, before, in the series finale, he once again destroyed himself in an attempt to destroy Unicron. 4 Cybertron was
resurrected as Megatron once again for the final chapter of the Unicron Trilogy, Cybertron, the Decepticon leader now brought armor forged from the shell of Unicron. It was this armor that allowed him to once again upgrade himself with a new body and new name - after being defeated by Metroplex, leader of planet Gigantion, Megatron's piercing rage combined with the dark
energy of armor to reshape him into a new, more powerful figure - once again, he took the opportunity to re-mark him Galvatron. It was under the nickname Galvatron that he would be lost for and last time - overcome and impaled by Optimus Prime in a final duel, Galvatron faded from existence while meekly complaining that it still works. 3 Animated Although Megatron never
becomes Galvatron during Transformers: Animated, tie-in book The Allspark Almanac II hints that it may just be one by one next year. The Almanac all but states that the Decepticon Cyclonus, whose Generation One equivalent was created by Unicron to serve Galvatron, is from the future - fell from the sky onto the Decepticon New Kaon colony during a tachyon storm some
strange number of centuries ago. After muttering about, proclaiming the end to be almost and begging for the forgiveness of a Galvatron, the nihilistic warrior swore allegiance to Megatron, though as doctor Decepticon Scalpel writes - he said faith seems absolute but distant. I have a feeling he's waiting for something to happen to our glorious leader. 2 Prime Transformers:
Predacons Rising In the opening mini-series of Transformers: Prime, Darkness Rising, Megatron merges its spark with a fragment of Dark Energon, Unicon's life-blood. So in the film epilogue Predacons Rising, Unicon, needing a physical form in order to bring about the destruction of Cybertron, rekindles and reshapes the bark of Megatron, who was killed by Bumblebee in the
Season 3 finale Deadlock. Although never named as Galvatron, (the Autobot Smokescreen suggests Megacron or Unitron), the circumstances of Megatron's revival are clearly influenced by Galvatron's birth in The Transformers: The Movie. This time, however, Megatron is not forced to serve merely as a preacher of Unicon, but as his vessel. Tormented by the Bearer of Chaos,
the excruciating experience reminds Megatron that he once founded the Desepticons to fight oppression. Once freed and commands his body once again, Megatron dissolves the faction he founded and flies into exile, eventually wise to his own corruption and no longer wishes to provoke oppression on anyone else, let alone the entire universe. 1 Age of Extinction As might be
expected from the Michael Bay Transformers films, the story of Megatron's revival was (very) loosely adapted into the fourth film, Age Of Extinction - this time, it was the product of science rather than the supernatural. Seemingly killed by Optimus Prime in the previous film Dark Of The Moon, technology company KSI takes possession of the decapitated Megatron head and
downloads information from it to build their own Transformers. Unbeknownst to them, their activity awakens Megatron's dormant brain -- the Head of Decepticon lowers his consciousness to the original jewel of the KSI Crown, galvatron, and rebuilds their other models into his new army. From the next film, The Last Knight, however, this Galvatron has, like its Uniqron counterpart
trilogy, returned back to using its original name. NEXT: 5 Reasons Why Megatron Is the Best Decepticon Leader (and 5 is Galvatron) Next Avatar: 10 Questions The next Avatar series has to answer related questions about author Devin Meenan (131 articles published) More from Devin Meenan The battle for Cybertron continues. Netflix dropped the latest trailer for season of the
CG-animated series, Transformers: War on Cybertron. Season 2 is dubbed Earthrise and debuts on the streaming service later this month. You can check out the new trailer below. After the events of the first season, Siege, the ark crew are lost in deep space and seem to fall into the clutches of the creators of cybertronians, the Quintessons. Meanwhile, the Autobots who stayed
at Cybertron continue the fight against Megatron, when the war for freedom on Cybertron seems to have already been lost. Interestingly enough, the trailer shows appearances from what appears to be Nemesis Prime, often the evil clone of Optimus Prime in media transformers as well as Galvatron. Usually, Galvatron is the resurrected version of Megatron in G1 related to fiction
transformers. However, Galvatron is shown chatting with Megatron in some form here. With the already announced third season of the show being Kingdom, featuring a mix of both G1 and Beast Wars-era characters, this could suggest that some time travel shenanigans could be in the works for the wider Transformers multiverse. Perhaps the directors version of Galvatron finally
came out from under an iceberg and is trying to realize his dream of turning into Grand Galvatron. Transformers: War on Cybertron Season 2, Earthrise, hits Netflix on December 30. Here's an official synopsis: The war on cybertron continues with the second chapter, EARTHRISE! With the Allspark gone, Megatron is forced to face the harsh reality that its Decepticons are trapped
in a dying Cybertron, while also struggling with the persistent threat of Elita-1 and its Autobots. Meanwhile, lost in the darkest parts of space, Optimus Prime and his team embark on a desperate mission that will propel them to breaking point as they travel to uncharted new worlds to face space mercenaries, enigmatic figures from a long time ago and even their own creators... The
Quintesons. Quintesons.
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